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Design StatementSelf Sustaining Sustenance Pod
The exciting part about the Biomimicry Global Design Challenge - at 
least for me - is to design a product that could revolutionize the way we 
treat the  earth, ourselves, and our future generations. In traditional 
farming, we do not think about the earth unless it has a bene�t to food 
production - whether that is yielding more or yielding for longer. We do 
not think about other animals unless required to do so by law. Animals 
include ecosystems that existed in prime farmland, insects and other 
"pests," and anyone or anything that is impacted by any process, from 
complex systems like hydrology to simple, logistical issues like harvest-
ing, transportation, storage. 

So the crazy question is: what if we could design - like a product - a food 
source that could be �exible enough to serve each human on earth 
NOW, with whatever regional context and limitations he or she may 
have, that is also �exible enough to survive natural and man-made 
disasters? What would this food need to do? What would it look like? 
Taste like? We are addressing two problems here: resources scarcity in 
general, and water scarcity more speci�cally.

This is a controversial idea, with the rise of genetically-modi�ed design-
er foods, and food-like products in a VERY competitive environment, 
often protected by intellectual property law. 

To design a self-replicating living product that stores 
information, can be used for food, water, water treatment, 
and for shelter and textile materials.
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Introduction

Overview Goals
To design a self-replicating living product that stores 
information, can be used for food, water, water treatment, 
and for shelter and textile materials.

The bur, which uses its structure to transport itself, is a 
famous organism in the Biomimicry world. However, it can 
also collect water and insects, traits which are not quite as 
popular. 

“Create a nature-inspired innovation (a product, service, or system) that combats climate 
change by either:

Helping communities adapt to or mitigate climate change impacts (i.e. those forecasted 
or already in motion), and/or

Reversing or slowing climate change itself (e.g. by removing excess greenhouse gasses 
from the atmosphere).

Identifying unique leverage points for change, removing barriers to the adoption and 
spread of existing solutions, and/or clearly demonstrating how biomimicry can lead to 
new, novel, or more e�ective solutions."  Source: Biomimicry Global Design Challenge

This design solution seeks to describe the Self Sustaining Sustenance Pod (sssP).

The pod is a fruit-like technological device that stores seeds, �lters water, and can be 
used and grown at small and large scales.

Taking a lesson from the realm of urban design, the design strategy will look at how 
smaller scaled and larger sclaed organisms and systems behave can yield multi-faceted 
and multi-scaled solutions. These solutions can bene�t people at the individual level, the 
family level, and the commuity level. 
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Introduction

Scoping Process Approach
Solutions mustn’t always be complex or hyper performing. Though nature can be 
complex and high performing it can also be essential and e�cient. Our designs 
needn’t be overly sophisticated or extremely innovative, either. Nature can be 
sophisticated and innovative but it can also be unnecessarily complex and redundant, 
easily able to adapt, evolve and to vary or quite �xed and rigid. As designers, we can 
use nature as our toolbox. We can take what we need - what serves us and the planet 
best - and give back when we are �nished. 

This project emphasizes a holistic approach seeking to solve complex and 
mutli-layered environmental, social and industrial issues with a single product.

The iterative process of design uses tried-and-true strategies over and over again to 
yield fresh systems understandings and design solutions.

This is ultimately a scienti�c and social experiment evaluating the drivers, options and 
suggestions for a more sustainable approach to growing food that addresses multiple 
ecological issues. This project has the potential to create discussions about products 
and practices that seek to develop multi-faceted solutions which address several of 
our most critical and most urgent ecological issues. This project does not only seek to 
solve a problem, or sell a product, but more importantly to begin a balanced 
discussion that requires input from all disciplines and stakeholders, without traditional 
social or economic values driving the design of the product.
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REPLICATE

FILTER

ENCLOSE

DISPERSE

INDIVIDUAL USE

GROUP USE

COMMUNITY USE

Create a copy of itself.
Self-assemble.
Grow from a seed.
Filter contaminants.
Suspend solids.
Purify water.
Store and protect genetic 
information (seeds), resources, 
water.
Distribute genetic information 
(seeds), resources, water.

A 1-person water �ltration & 
seed storage solution.

A living product that can be 
grown & reproduced.

An agricultural fruit that can be 
planted & harvested foor food & 
bio-based materials

1. How does a tree protect plants, seeds & animals?
2. How does a leaf �lter water?
3. How does algae inhibit the growth of other life forms?
4. How does nature remove salt from water?
5. How does a cactus store food (�ber) & store water?
6. How do plants use animal & human waste to grow?
7. How do animals use carbon for improved air & water quality?
8. How do perennial plants become dormant, survive winter?
9. How does fruit grow & reproduce?
10. How do animals use dead plants to build homes & structures?
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Part 1 | Research

Translating Functions  How does nature perform functions?
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Function Translation Translation
1. Protect.
2. Filter.
3. Disinfect. Slow Growth.
4. Desalinate. Capture NaCl for Electrolyte / Energy.
5. Store: Solids, Liquids, Gases separately.
6. Create Energy: Harness Energy from Processes.
7. Distribute Energy: Use Energy from Processes.
8. Store Energy: Save Harnessed Energy for Future Use.
9. Grow Food Product: Self-Contained Photosynthesis.
10. Provide Human Protection: Use Waste for Building Material.

1. How does a tree protect plants, seeds & animals?
2. How does a leaf �lter water?
3. How does algae inhibit the growth of other life forms?
4. How does nature remove salt from water?
5. How does a cactus store food (�ber) & store water?
6. How do plants use animal & human waste to grow?
7. How do animals use carbon for improved air & water quality?
8. How do perennial plants become dormant, survive winter?
9. How does fruit grow & reproduce?
10. How do animals use dead plants to build homes & structures?

1. How does a tree protect plants, seeds & animals?
2. How does a leaf �lter water?
3. How does algae inhibit the growth of other life forms?
4. How does nature remove salt from water?
5. How does a cactus store food (�ber) & store water?
6. How do plants use animal & human waste to grow?
7. How do animals use carbon for improved air & water quality?
8. How do perennial plants become dormant, survive winter?
9. How does fruit grow & reproduce?
10. How do animals use dead plants to build homes & structures?
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Inspiration - REPLICATE

Distinction

REPLICATE - DEFINITION
To design a self-replicating living product that stores 
information, can be used for food, water, water treatment, 
and for shelter and textile materials.

Replication di�ers from reproduction in that it passes 
along information while reproduction passes along life.

Objective
This report evaluates materials, methods and systems for 
biological replication.

3 Organisms That 
Replicate
1. Bacteriaphaoge MS2
2. Snow Algae
3. Polynesian Box Fruit

2. Wilkins, John S. and Hull, David, "Replication and Reproduction", 
The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring 2014 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), 
URL = https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2014/entries/replication/>.02.20.2017

2 Function Summary
All 3 organisms use replication to survive. The virus’  basic organization allows for it to 
replicate, while snow algae uses a metabolic process to produce materials required to 
survive freezing. The box fruit grows a protective case to protect its replication materials 
from harsh environments. 

The snow algae is de�nitely the extremophile in this analysis, but the extremely small 
scale and simplicity of the virus make it an extreme organism as well. 

The most compelling system for my design project is the protective case of the box fruit. 
However, the internal process within the snow algae is e�cient and makes use of 
materials in its environment. Yet, the utilization of host cell reproductive systems makes 
the virus an extremely versatile and �exible method  for replication.

Thus, the most compelling strategy would depend on the environment of my design 
solution.
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“The liquid cell contents 
of snow algae are kept 
liquid in freezing 
temperatures because 
the algae manufacture 
their own antifreeze.”

“The seeds of the 
Polynesian box fruit 
are protected from 
damage as they 
drift on ocean 
currents via a tough 
seed case.”

“Capsids... are stable, self-assem-
bling structures because they 
rely on the net strength a�orded 
by a combination of weak attrac-
tive or repulsive forces arising 
from the relative position of pro-
teins making up the container.”

The MS2 virus’ main purpose is to transport DNA and 
insert their information into living cells by utilizing the 
cell’s reproductive system, thus reproducing their own 
DNA in a host cell. DNA is housed in a protective con-
tainer, a capsid, which assembles itself within a host 
cell. by using proteins in the host cell.  The forces 
holding the virus together are stable enough to 
ensure the right information is held intact while weak 
or �exible enough to reassemble once in the host cell. 

The balance of forces within its structure create a 
stable yet �exible state for replication.

Source: https://asknature.org/strategy/capsid-proteins-self-assem-
ble-to-form-stable-shell/

Snow Algae chlorophyll is masked by a red pig-
ment which protects against damaging UV 
rays. In warmer months the surface layers of 
the snow melt providing the algae with the 
water they need for photosynthesis. 
Wind-blown dust brings algae the minerals 
needed to produce an “anti-freeze” that ensures 
they do not freeze during colder months. 

This process allows algae to stay in a liquid 
state during the coldest temperatures and sur-
vive the winter, to replicate in the summer.

Source: https://asknature.org/strategy/algae-pro-
tects-from-freezing/#.WLNKAaOZNPM

The seed case of the Polynesian box fruit 
provides a water and air tight container for 
storing, preserving and transporting seeds 
while adrift at sea for as long as two years.

The materials and structure of the seed case 
create the ideal transport container for the 
harsh environment of the sea, preserving 
the materials needed for replication.

Source: https://asknature.org/strategy/case-pro-
tects-during-years-at-sea/#.WLNO6qOZNPM

Inspiration - Biological Strategies | REPLICATE
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Inspiration - FILTER

Distinction

FILTER - DEFINITION
To design a self-replicating living product that stores 
information, can be used for food, water, water treatment, 
and for shelter and textile materials.

Filtration di�ers from treatment as various materials and 
methods may treat a problem while �ltration separates 
and removes chemicals in liquid, gas or solid forms.

Objective
This report evaluates materials, methods and systems for 
�ltration.

3 Organisms That 
Filter
1. Mussels (�lter chemical entities)
2. Seaweeds (�lter chemical entities)
3. Banana Skins (�lter solids)

Mussels �lter nitrates and othe chemicals out of water in much the same way that 
seaweeds do: they use these contaminants (or nutrients) as food. However, mussels 
require oxygen to survive, while seaweed uses the hydrogen and oxygen in water 
along with sunlight, for photosynthesis - creating oxygen. Banana skins have been 
shown to remove heavy metals from water bytrapping these solids in their �bers. 

While mussels and seaweed use the contaminants as food, banana skin simply separates 
the solids from the puri�ed water. In this respect, mussels and seaweed are more e�ec-
tive at removing liquid or gaseous contaminants, but they are unable to safely remove 
heavy metals. Thus, I believe both methods could be bene�cial in designing al iving 
product that can treat a variety of contaminants like industrial chemical waste products 
and heavy metals such as chromium, cadmium and copper. Finding a material that 
could adsorb mercury could help treat ocean water and protect marine life like �sh.

Function Summary
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Inspiration - Biological Strategies | FILTER
Seaweeds remove 
nitrates and phospho-
rous from water by using 
these “nutrients” as food. 
The seaweed can then 
be used to feed humans 
or other animals.

Banana skin 
removes heavy 
metals out of 
contaminated 
water by trapping 
them in its �bers.

Mussels remove nitrates 
from water and restore 
balance by promoting 
stable algal blooms. 
Mussels can then be 
eaten by humans and 
other mammals.

Entire ecosystems have been grown or cultured 
by scientists for a balanced approach, to treat 
water from chemical and heavy metal toxicity. 
This method, known as “integrated multi-trophic 
aquaculture,” or IMTA, uses salmon, mussel, sea 
cucumber, sea urchin, and seaweed farming to 
treat contaminated water.

Muscles use oxygen, while kelp creates oxygen.

Source: http://e360.yale.edu/features/how_mussel_farm-
ing_could_help_to_clean_fouled_waters

Extractive aquaculture or bioextraction uses 
marine plants like seaweed to to remove contami-
nants from water. Many seaweeds need nitrogen 
and phosphorous to survive. These nutrients can 
be derived from sewage treatment facilities, land 
runo�, and �sh farm waste. They “feed” the sea-
weed and are thus removed from the water.

Seaweed has shown to successfully remove 
nitrates and other industrial chemicals from water.

Source: https://phys.org/news/2010-12-seaweed-trend-puri�ca-
tion.html

Bio-adsorption uses waste material like dried 
and ground banana peels or whole peels to �lter 
heavy metals out of water. With the dried 
ground peel the heavy metals adhere to the 
banana material. With the peels used as �lters, 
water is pushed through the skin, and the heavy 
metals are separated from the water.

Apple waste, sugar cane waste, coconut �bers, 
and peanut shells were also able to �lter heavy 
metals from water.

Source: http://www.ijsr.net/archive/v4i7/SUB156367.pdf
Source: http://news.nationalgeograph-
ic.com/news/2011/03/110311-wa-
ter-pollution-lead-heavy-metal-banana-peel-innovation/
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Inspiration - Biological Strategies | ENCLOSE

Distinction

To design a self-replicating living product that stores 
information, can be used for food, water, water treatment, 
and for shelter and textile materials.

Enclose is a strategy that is less subjective than protect.

Objective
This report abstracts strategies for the Biomimetic Design 
Portfolio Project.

3 Examples
1. Protective Case
2. Roof of a House
3. Chemical Stabilizers

Function Implications
Encolsures are critical in the design and use of devices as they serve many purposes. 
A few reasons to enclose a device could be to contain it, to keep it whole and 
undamaged, to protect it from a variety of external factors, to protect the “outside” 
from some of its more harmful components, or more simply to separate it from 
other things.

Enclosures can be airtight and watertight, or breathable, �exible, or otherwise 
permeable.
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Inspiration - Biological Strategies | ENCLOSE
This diagram is a simple way to communicate the parts within the system of enclosure. This 
system is comprised of two parts: information and an enclosure. The information can be as 
varied and large as needed, and the enclosure could be one continuous envelope or it could  
be a complex sytem of many enclosures.

Though enclosures are typically perceived as clear, 
structural barriers, they can also be liquid or gaseous,   
or a mixture of all three states of matter as in the case 
of the earth’s atmosphere. The goal, or function, of 
enclosing is separation for any number of reasons. 
These reasons, or strategies, determine the type of 
enclosure, its purpose, and its complexity.

Enclosure

Information
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Inspiration - Biological Strategies | DISPERSE

Part 1 | Research

Distinction

To design a self-replicating living product that stores 
information, can be used for food, water, water treatment, 
and for shelter and textile materials.

Disperse di�ers from simple movement as it encompasses 
a breaking-up or separation process.

Objective
This report emulates strategies for the Biomimetic Design 
Portfolio Project.

3 Examples
1. Light - Colors in a Rainbow or Prism
2. Social - People, Crowds
3. Sound Waves - through Materials

The function of dispersion allows for devices to transmit information throughout 
space. Dispersion can be sharing, spreading, diseminating or even scattering. 

Depending on what type of information is dispersed, how it moves, and �nally 
how it attaches (or does not), various strategies of dispersion could be rated as a 
positive or a negative outcome for the design of a device.

Function Implications
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Inspiration - Biological Strategies | DISPERSE
Dispersion is a generic way to share information. 
It could be targeted or programmed for a spec�c 
strategy. It could be random and free. A single 
device could also demonstrate both strategically 
programmed dispersion and a more random, 
free dispersion.

Dispersion is, in its simplest form, distribution. 
This can mean sharing bits of data, or breaking 
data up into smaller bits to allow it to be shared 
in one environment, and keppt whole in another.

Data could pass through a material to move 
from one environment to another. It could move 
through a conduit from one place to another. It 
could come in contact with elements that would 
change its structure partially or completely and 
this change could happen due to a variety of 
environmental factors. Data can be distorted, 
manipulated, or kept intact while it is dispersed.

A simple diagram shows how information can 
be contained or stored in an enclosure, and 
then allowed to disperse through a �exible 
portion of material into a di�erent environ-
ment. This strategy could be used multiple 
times in a multi-layered device, o�ering multi-
ple modes of dispersion for optimal results.

Enclosure

Built in weakness 

Information

The design relies on a permeable portion of the 
enclosure, or material, that allows information to 
pass through it. This material could be pre-pro-
grammed with �exibility or weakness, or it can 
contain materials that, when in contact with 
other materials, cause it to become weaker or 
more �exible, allowing information out.
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Evaluating “the Pod”  Against Life’s Principles
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“Life's Principles are design lessons from nature. Based on the recognition that Life on Earth is interconnected and interdependent, and subject to 
the same set of operating conditions, Life has evolved a set of strategies that have sustained over 3.8 billion years.”               [Source: Biomimicry 3.8]

Locally Attuned and Responsive 1. Has the ability to be locally 
attuned with local seed input.

1. Life cycle begins with a seed, 
grows food, and re-uses waste.

1. Is able to serve multiple 
generations with �exible usage.

1. The pod can be used as a stand-
alone solution or as “fruit on a tree.”

1. The pod has a very small physical 
footprint.

1. The pod is primarily made of 
naturally occurring materials.

2. Is responsive to environmental 
inputs & nutrients.

2. Mimics natural cycle of plants at 
micro and macro scales.

2. Protects and preserves genetic 
information.

2. The pod integrates water �ltra-
tion which addresses water scarcity.

2. The pod also has a very small 
carbon footprint.

2. The assembly is something 
anyone anywhere can build.

3. Is responsive to multiple critical 
sustainability needs.

3. Ideas and technologies can be 
implemented outside of food.

3. Can endure impacts which are a 
result of climate change.

3. The pod integrates energy har-
nessing.

3. The pod only contains essential, 
e�cient, optimized systems.

3. The pod can be made by hand or 
by machines.

Integrates Cyclic Processes

Resilient

Optimizing Rather Than 
Maximizing

Leveraging Interdependence

Using Benign Manufacturing
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Design Spirals Challenge to Biology Design Spiral
The Biology to Design Spiral and the Challenge to Biology Design Spiral are two tools 
used by practitioners of biomimicry to understand natrual systems and use functions 
and strategies found in nature to help their designs mimic natural processes.
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Steps
1. Identify Real Challenge

2. Interpret Design Brief

3. Discover Natural Models

4. Abstract Design Principles

5. Emulate Nature’s Strategies

6. Evaluate Against Life’s Principles

Identify 
Real Challenge

Abstract 
Design Principles

Interpret 
Design Brief

Discover 
Natural Models

Emulate 
Nature’s 

Strategies

Evaluate 
Against Life’s 

Principles

CHALLENGE
TO BIOLOGY

Design Spiral

Steps
1. Discover Natural Models

2. Abstract Design Principles

3. Brainstorm Potential Applications

4. Emulate Nature’s Strategies

5. Evaluate Against Life’s Principles

Abstract 
Design Principles

Brainstorm
Nature’s Strategies

Discover 
Natural Models

Emulate 
Nature’s 

Strategies

Evaluate 
Against Life’s 

Principles

BIOLOGY
TO DESIGN

Design Spiral
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Primary Uses Synthesizing Ideas

1. Seed storage.

2. Active and passive water �ltration.

3. Edible skin.

5. Water transport device (cup).

6. Plant growth vessel (vase).

7. Conversation piece.

The general idea is that 
the sssP is able to adapt 
and evolve to meet the 
basic human needs of 
water, food and shelter.

Materials and assembly 
have been kept vague 
and multi-functional to 
allow for maximum 
adaptation and evolution.
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Component Diagram Function Diagram
To design a self-replicating living product that stores 
information, can be used for food, water, water treatment, 
and for shelter and textile materials.
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Water Filtration
Seed Storage

Retractable 
Seed Drawer

Energy Harvest

Water Entry Point

Water Enters via 
Human, Rain or 
Condensation

Drinking 
Spout

Drinking Spout
6”

3”

Clean Water Out

Dirty Water In

Energy 
Storage

Algae Water 
Filtration

Banana Skin 
Solid 
Suspension

USB Power 
Port

Solar Energy 
Conversion
Module
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What It Is Primary Objective
To design a self-replicating living product that stores  seeds, protecting them 
from predators, weather, harsh environments for when humans need them to 
survive and grow their oen food.

Secondary Objectives 
To design a self-replicating living product that collects water from its 
environment, �lters that water, suspends harmful solids, like heavy metals, 
and harnesses solar energy from its skin to create hand-held, portable power.

Additional Opportunities
To serve as a nutrient rich planter for the seeds it stores, and act as a vessel 
that supports plant growth, with puri�ed water and a nutrient-rich base for 
growing food that is also edible.
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External 
Water

Drinkable 
Water

Edible 
Nutrient 
Base

Edible 
Plant
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What It Does Primary Functions
To store seeds. The primary function of storage device neccesitates the pod’s 
structure, geometry, and size.

Secondary Functions
To �lter water. Utilizing bio-based water �ltration techniques explored during 
the research phase, the device’s secondary functions create safe, clean drinking 
water. This could be bene�cial during natural disasters or in areas where potable 
water in unavailable.

Additional Opportunities
To collect water. With the quick addition of an exterior skin that channels water, 
the device is now able to collect water from its surroundings in case a human is 
not around to water the device. The device could also move water formed by 
condensation on the exterior of the device to the entry point to passively �lter 
water found in its environmnet.
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Clean Water Out

Dirty Water In

Water 
Transport 
Channels

Water 
Puddle

Condensation
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Who Uses It Individuals, Families, Communities
To scale the device up from the individual use, we could 
look at it as a piece of natural fruit. It could be planted and 
grown for family use in an indoor or outdoor garden.

The device could also be scaled up to the level of a community, by farming it much 
like a fruit orchard. Farming could provide jobs, create long-term food shortage 
solutions, and waste from the farming process could be used for textile or building 
materials to provide shelter. 
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